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T he Tidbits section of the December Radio Age (A 
Marconi Statue in D.C.) pointed out that in 

Washington, D.C., there is a large monument con-
sisting of a bust of Guglielmo Marconi (1874-1937) 
at the base, and a gilded nude female statue on top, 
purportedly representing a goddess or symbol of 
electricity. 
 
“Since when did a female (partially clothed or other-
wise) become a symbol for electricity?” one may ask.  
 
Well, actually the use of female imagery to represent 
the concepts of electric light, AC power generation, 
telephony, or telegraphy actually has its origins in the 
Chicago World’s Fair, also known as the Columbian 
Exposition of 1893, to celebrate the 400th anniversary 
of Columbus’ arrival in the New World. It was here 
that the Ferris Wheel made its debut along with 
moving sidewalks, and where Westinghouse’s AC 
power won the contract, much to the consternation of 
Edison and his DC proposal.  
 
The Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building was the 
star attraction where works related to literature, 
science, art and music from all over the world were 
exhibited. Various prominent artists of the day were 
commissioned to paint the domed ceilings above the 
entrance portals, each with uniquely themed allegor-
ical representations of the industrial activities dis-
played in that area of the building.  

(Continued on page 3) 

Sex Goddesses, Pin-Up Girls, and Radio Ads 
By John Okolowicz 

Figure 1. The nude female atop the Marconi 
monument in Washington, D.C. 
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A BOUT MAARC and RADIO AGE. Radio Age became the 
monthly newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club in 

June 1994. Prior to that date, the MAARC Newsletter and Radio Age 
were separate publications. 

Subscription to Radio Age begins with the next available issue after 
the membership application and dues are received. Dues are $24 per 
year in the US, $36 in Canada, and $60 elsewhere, all payable in 
US dollars. Two-year, three-year, and life memberships are 
available; contact the Membership Chair (see column at left). All 
checks are payable to MAARC and, for new members, must 
accompany the membership application, which is available from the 
Membership Chair or the MAARC website (www.maarc.org). If 
you change your mailing address, email, or phone number, please 
notify the Membership Chair immediately so corrections can be 
made to Radio Age’s mailing list. The Post Office will not forward 
your newsletters. 

Back issues of the MAARC Newsletter from Vol. I, No. 1 (August 
1984) and most issues of Radio Age from Vol. 1, No. 1 (October 
1975) are available free on the Members-Only section of the 
MAARC website (www.maarc.org). Hard copies are available 
postpaid for $3.50 from Geoff Shearer 

Submissions to Radio Age are welcomed. Typewritten copy is 
preferred to handwritten. Articles should be submitted in PC format, 
preferably via email or on a CD or flash drive, in MS Word, Word 
Perfect, Wordpad, or RTF format, without fancy formatting, 
because the editors will have to modify it anyway. Photographs, if 
hardcopy, should be high quality black and white or color. Softcopy 
graphics files should be in TIFF or JPEG formats; contact the 
editors for further guidance. Send your submission to either editor 
and include your name, address, phone, and email. 

MAARC MONTHLY MEETINGS. Most months MAARC 
meetings are held at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center, 
3789 Queen Anne Bridge Rd., Davidsonville, MD (map below). 
From U.S. 50, take MD 424 south for 2.5 miles. Turn right on MD 
214 for 0.6 miles, and angle left on Queen Anne Bridge Road for 
1.1 miles. The entrance will be on your left. April and December 
meetings are usually held at the Sully Station Community Center in 
Northern Virginia. Check the calendar on p. 16 for details. 

The entire contents of this publication are copyright ©2017 Mid-Atlantic 
Antique Radio Club, unless specifically marked otherwise on each article. 
Generally, all articles in Radio Age may be reprinted, provided specific 
permission is first obtained from a Radio Age editor (and the copyright 
holder, if not Radio Age) and full credit is given. 
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To represent what electricity brought us, the female 
form was appropriated by James Carroll Beckwith 
(1852-1917) on the domed ceiling of the north portal 
to represent the arc light, the Morse telegraph, and 
the telephone (combined with the stock ticker). A 
cupid child-like male was used to represent the spirit 
of electricity at the very top of the dome while a more 
macho male represented the dynamo. 
 
Over time, female imagery evolved from use on 
decorative murals, onto magazine and catalog covers, 
and then onto merchant dealer displays. 
 
In a 1916 Woman’s Home Companion ad shown on 
this page, Colombia Grafonola used a bare-breasted 
female draped in a sheer, flowing gown to announce 
that their phonograph is a “Treasure casket of music.” 
She holds a tiny phonograph in one hand and an 
ancient lyre in the other. A few years later a similarly 
adorned female appeared in Talking Machine World 
magazine in the very colorful art nouveau style ad on 
the next page promoting steel needles made by the 
Gloria Phonograph Supply Company. 
 
Talking Machine World has received little or no 
attention in the radio collecting community, but it 

(Continued from page 1) 

should be pointed out that this magazine is chock full 
of full-page advertisements for radios, phonographs, 
repair parts, as well as announcing new record 
releases. This was the phonograph industry’s main 
trade journal starting in 1905 and it gradually added 
radio products as radios overtook phonographs in 
popularity. In 1929 it was renamed Talking Machine 
World and Radio Merchant, then became just Radio 
Merchant in 1933, finally ending in October 1934. 

Figure 2. James Beckwith’s female image 
representing the telephone and ticker tape on the 
domed ceiling of the 1893 Columbian Exposition. 

Figure 3. Columbia hoped that this nymph-like figure 
would catch the eye of Woman’s Home Companion 
readers. 
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Figure 7. Radio Trading Company’s 1935 
catalog cover. 

Figure 5. Electro Importing’s 1920 catalog. 

Figure 4. Talking Machine World magazine 
often featured colorful ads, such as this one for 
Gloria needles. 

Figure 6. This Zenith ad is sometimes called 
“Topless on the Tightrope.” 
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Early issues averaged about 100 pages, and by 1920, 
issues were routinely over 200 pages in length. They 
are nearly impossible to find in the physical world, 
and only a few large libraries, such as the New York 
Public Library, have them available for viewing. We 
are extremely fortunate that DVDs containing most 
of the published issues are available for sale from an 
eBay seller for a very nominal cost, and, get this, all 
1928 issues are available free on-line..* 
 
Zenith’s “goddess” has probably crossed many a 
collector’s path at radio meets since the 1970s via the 
very common British repro advertising poster (or tin 
sign). Some current (mostly Pinterest) web sites have 
even given it a title: “Topless on the Tightrope.” A 
1920s era Zenith vacuum tube prominently stands in 
front of a topless lady who is also holding a radio 
aloft in one hand. This may be a modified graphic 
clip from an early Zenith brochure or magazine ad. 
 
Goddess-like images were occasionally featured as 
cover art as shown on the previous page. For 
example, Electro Importing Company’s 1920 catalog 
——————- 

Figure 9. Speed tube ad from 1929. 

titled: “Wireless & Electrical Cyclopedia,” and also 
Radio Trading Company’s 1935 catalog, each used a 
powerful female goddess theme for their parts and 
equipment catalogs. On the other hand, Citizens 
Radio Callbook  chose to use a rather solemn fully 
clothed goddess for one of their magazine covers. 
She is pictured sitting on a throne-like chair, wearing 
a tiara, and holding a globe in each hand. 
 
Speed Tubes (made by Cable Supply Co., Brooklyn, 
NY) employed Venus symbology in a 1929 Radio 
Engineering ad, but it was Molded Wood Products, 
Inc., and especially Utah Radio Products, that really 
exploited provocative advertising art. 
 
Molded Wood Products, Inc. was an obscure 
manufacturer of speaker hardware and wood tone 
chambers based in Chicago and almost exclusively 
advertised in Radio Retailing and Talking Machine 
World during 1927-1928. Two 1928 ads attempted to 
illustrate the company’s slogan “the romance of 
wood” by using a woman in a mildly suggestive pose 
in the style of a Playboy magazine photoshoot.  
 
Perhaps they were successful at capturing the reader’s 
attention, but this did little to increase product sales 
and the company disappeared a few months later. 
 
Utah Radio Products, a well known giant in the radio 
industry, started aggressively advertising its speaker 

* Talking Machine World, 1928 free issues: 
https://archive.org/details/talkingmachinewo24bill 
also available from eBay seller ID: euriskodata 1905-1928 
(280 magazines on two DVDs for approximately $8.) 

Figure 8. Radio Listeners’ Guide and Call Book cover 
from March 1927. 
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Figure 11. Molded Wood Products ran this 
racy ad. 

Figures 10A and 10B. Typical 1928 Utah speaker ads, like this two-page spread, left little to the imagination.  

Figure 12. Risque Slagle radio ad from 1928. 
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products early in the 1920s, but starting mid-1928 until 
the end of 1930, produced a number of ads using 
unclothed female models. Some of the poses were 
mystical and almost spiritual in nature. The viewer can 
almost imagine being at a religious ceremony in the 
days of the Roman empire. 
 
The goddess and nudity themes seem to have 
disappeared completely after Utah’s ad campaign 
ended, but a new strategy emerged to help garner sales 
during and after the tough Depression era: pin-up girls 
printed on posters, calendars and/or cardboard dealer 
displays.  
 
Daniel Sohn’s article “Early Wireless and the Gilbert 
Girl ”in the December 2007 Radio Age, pictured an 
obscure 1920s era CQD (“come quick danger”) poster 
featuring an attractive woman as an idealized symbol 
of “Miss Wireless.” This was apparently created to 
draw attention to the growing number of women who 
were becoming telegraph operators. This brings to 
mind the “Miss Columbia” advertisement by Rolf 
Armstrong (1890-1960), used to promote Columbia’s 
Grafonola phonograph while also celebrating the 4th of 
July. 

Figure 13. “Miss Columbia” ad promoting the 
Grafonola phonograph. 

Other than the Utah Speaker Company, this use of 
female dream-like goddesses seems to have been used 
mainly by some of the more hapless, or shall we say, 
“unlucky” radio companies of the era. Slagle Radio, 
the Reichmann Company (Thorola speakers), and 
Music Master are three such examples illustrated in 
this article. All were short lived. Their history is 
documented in Alan Douglas’ three-volume set, Radio 
Manufacturers of the 1920’s. Their ads are full of 
specious claims. For example, Music Master’s ad 
states that their speakers were “the standard by which 
all loud speakers were judged” and that they were so 
far advanced that “their full reproductive powers have 
never been fully utilized.” Meanwhile, Reichmann’s 
Thorola goddess babbles “I am the Voice. I am a 
violin, I am tom toms. I am grand opera and vaude-
ville. . .” The ad goes on to extol the virtues of their 
Controlled Mica Diaphragm, their mysterious 
Separix, and the wonderful properties of Thorite, the 
secret material used in their horn speaker. 
 
RCA may be one of the first companies to use 
cardboard stand-up displays very aggressively. Ads 
aimed at RCA’s dealers appeared in Radio News and 

Figure 14. This Columbia phonograph ad is by Gene 
Pressler. 
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Figure 15. Thorola’s “I am the Voice” ad. 

Figure 16. Music Master’s “The Evolution of an Ideal” 
ad. 

Radio Retailing touting their usage. A 1932 issue of 
Fortune magazine about RCA and its corporate legal 
history also included a picture of one of their pin-up 
displays.  
 
One of the best pin-up artists of the time, Rolf 
Armstrong, was hired by RCA to create some of their 
displays. Armstrong’s famous painting titled “Golden 
Girl” was used to advertise Radiotron tubes in 1934, 
and it was also used as the cover art for Pin-Up 
Dreams: The Glamour Art of Rolf Armstrong. How-
ever, the actual full size version with RCA Radiotron 
advertising text on it has never been seen by the 
author. This is not surprising because those vintage 
displays are very rare and of the few that occasionally 
appear on eBay, most quickly disappear – and at high 
prices to boot. 
 
Another example of Rolf’s work for RCA is on page 
one of RCA Radio Service News for September 1940 
with this caption: 
 
“If you were walking down the street, and you saw 
this striking, ten color window display, what would 
you do? You’d stop for a second and take a closer 
look, of course, and that’s what everybody else will 
do. So, why delay? Get in touch with your distributor, 
and find out how you can get this traffic stopping, 
sales pulling display!” 

Figure 17. This “Golden Girl” painting was supposedly 
used in 1934 to advertise RCA Radiotron tubes, but 
copies of that ad are hard to come by. 
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Figure 18 (top left). Ad 
for Precision amplifiers. 
No specifications are 
given, either for the 
amplifier or for the 
model. 
 
Figure 19. (top right). An 
RCA “pin-up” girl in 
slinky lingerie. 
 
Figures 20 and 21  
(bottom). Examples of 
RCA sexy pin-up dealer 
displays and ads 
intended to encourage 
the use of preferred 
tube types. 
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Figures 23. Cunningham magazine cover ad. 

Figure 22. Ad for RCA’s BP-10 portable. 

Precision Electronics (643 Milwaukee Ave, Chicago, 
IL) did something very uncharacteristic of them with 
their January 1952 advertisement on the very last 
page of Radio Retailing. They ran a bare-bones 
minimalist ad showing only a scantily clad vixon on 
top of their Series “G” amplifier with no other 
information other than their business address and a 
reference to their catalog no. 5551. Yes, it gets the 
viewer’s attention, but after looking at it, one has to 
ask oneself, “what’s that all about?” Catalog 5551 
may have had a lot of “good stuff” in it, but it was 
impossible for the author to locate one. Also, this ad 
marks the last time Precision Electronics was able to 
be found in print by the author. So, if they expected to 
get a sales bump from this gimmick, it obviously did 
not work well at all. 
 
When Sony came to the US with their revolutionary 
transistor products, they changed more than the 
electronics industry. They also made waves with their 
radio/television print and video advertising.  
 
At first, Sony’s magazine advertisements were  unin-
spiring. But after perfecting their portable transistor-
ized television, Akio Morita (1921-1999), Sony’s co-
founder, recognized that his message needed to get 
out to the broader population more effectively. When 
Akio scoured magazines for ads that had the most 
reader appeal, he immediately noticed that Volks-

Figure 24. RCA ad with a double entendre. 
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wagen’s ads stood out. Quoting from Nick Lyons’ 
book, The Sony Vision, this is what Morita said about 
them: 
 
“the Volkswagen ads were invariably interesting, 
amusing, strong; they had done a remarkable job of 
establishing the German made car in America.” 

 
Morita made it a priority to hire Doyle Dane Bernbach 
(DD&B), VW’s advertising agency, and the result was 
a business partnership made in heaven. Sony’s ads 
became just as amusing, and in some ways even more 
clever than Volkswagen. Sony’s ads can make for an 
interesting story by itself and contains enough material 
for a separate story in itself.  
 
DD&B produced a spectacular photographic ad for 
Sony that featured a goddess-like female sun worshiper 
next to Sony’s 7” portable TV that appeared in a 1966 
issue of Life magazine. Using expert photography work 

and tritely captioned “The Sun Set” (note the clever 
play on words), it was an advertising Art Director’s 
Annual award winner in 1966. 
  
On the Internet one can find a quasi-goddess on a 
seemingly professionally drawn advertisement promo-
ting a Sonora Corporation of America stereo receiver/
turntable combo #SV6970. It features a psychedelic 
portrait of a female with long flowing art nouveau  

hair. On close inspection, however, some details are 
“post truth” (to use the current vernacular), e.g.: 
 
1) There is no such model as SV6970. Assuming you 
wanted to get a Sams Photofact for it, well, good luck. 

 
2) The address given for Sonora (130 Cedar St, NYC) 
does not agree with any known address used by Sonora 
and, in fact, this address is just south of the old “radio 
row” area of NYC that was razed to make room for the 
World Trade Center and presently occupied by the 
World Center Hotel. 
 
3) Sonora was a Chicago company (325 North Hoyne 
Ave.) and only had an office in NYC during the early 
1900s phonograph era.  
 
4) Sonora went bankrupt for the last time in 1957, 
while the copyright date on this pseudo-ad is 1969.  

 
Someone, obviously, had a lot of fun creating this art 
project. A Google search for this ad turns up 18 results, 
half from Pinterest sites. 
 
When we browse old radio magazines, some of us may 
not pay much attention to the ads. But, do take the time 
to study them and reflect on how the ad agencies of 
that era strived to create visuals to catch the attention 
of readers. 

Figure 25. The use of attractive women in ads 
continued into the television era, as this 1966 Sony 
ad from Life magazine illustrates. 

Figure 26. As noted in the text, this Sonora radio/
phonograph ad does not appear to be genuine. 
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Figure 4. Talking Machine World, April 1918, p.39. 
 
Figure 5. Author’s collection. 
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Figure 7. ibid. 
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Figure 9. Radio Engineering, March 1929, p. 13. Available 
on americanradiohistory.com 
 
Figure 10A. Talking Machine World, January 1929, p. 15. 
 
Figure 10B. Talking Machine World, April 1928, p. 33. 
 
Figure 11. Talking Machine World, March 1928, p. 77. 
 
Figure 12. Talking Machine World, October 1928, p. 21. 
 

Figure 13. Ladies Home Journal, July 1919, p. 54. 
 
Figure 14. Ladies Home Journal, February 1920, p. 64 
 
Figure 15. Saturday Evening Post, January 17, 1925, p. 136. 
 
Figure 16. Farm Journal, September 1925. 
 
Figure 17. Author’s collection. 
 
Figure 18. Radio & Television Retailing, January 1952,  
p. 179. Available on americanradiohistory.com 
 
Figure 19. Fortune magazine, September 1932, p. 48. 
 
Figure 20. Service, September 1940, p. 1. 
 
Figure 21. Radio News, March 1945, p. 11. 
 
Figure 22. Radio Today, November 1940, p. 43. Available on 
americanradiohistory.com 
 
Figure 23. Radio Distribution and Maintenance, October 
1949, cover. 
 
Figure 24. [RCA] Electronic Servicing, March 1971. 
 
Figure 25. Life magazine, September 6, 1966, p. 51. 
 
Figure 26. www.audiokara.org, posted by tybrad on 
10/05/2014. ■ 
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T ube testers can be the cause of heated disagree-
ments. I recall distinctly an unfortunate situation a 

few years ago. “MAARC member A” sold some 
expensive tubes to “MAARC member B.” They tested 
good on member A’s tube tester, but when member B 
tested them on his tube tester, he got a different result, 
indicating that they were not good. The resulting 
argument created hard feelings on the part of both 
parties. Radio Age has run several informative articles 
about tube testing in recent years. This article probably 
repeats some points made in those other articles. But 
like our need to visit our houses of worship regularly to 
be reminded about what we need to do to live better 
lives, we probably need to be reminded often about 
how easily it is to be deceived by tube testers. 
 
Tube testers vary greatly in performance, are often 
difficult to calibrate, and certainly are not precision 
instruments. Even if a tube tester had been calibrated at 
one time, its readings can shift with age as resistors 
change in value and as switch contacts oxidize and 
corrode. Many tube testers have vacuum tubes inside 
and they can degrade over time, affecting the readings.  
 
As I was browsing books and magazines recently 
added to the library at the National Capital Radio & 
Television Museum, I came across a newsletter-type 
publication called Tube Tips, published by CBS-
Hytron. The 12 issues I perused (undated, but probably 
circa 1960) contained several interesting articles by 
Bud Tomer, reminding readers about the limitations of 
tube testers. The author mentioned that the U.S. 
military had spent considerable sums of money trying 
to “differentiate between a potentially bad tube and one 
which can be expected to give continued useful 
service.” In spite of that research, “they seem to be no 
nearer to a broad solution to the problem today than 
they were several years ago.” Tomer says most tube 
testers “make some tubes look better than they are and 
they make other tubes look poorer than they are.” 
 
Tomer correctly points out that tube testers, other than 
incredibly expensive laboratory-type ones, usually do 
not test tubes under the operating conditions they 
would experience in real-world applications. In under-
going tests, elements may be tied together, and so plate 
and screen voltages and bias voltages may not simulate 
at all what the tube would see in actual usage. Of 
course even an inexpensive tester can usually deter-
mine if there is a gross short between elements or if the 
emission is so low that the tube could not possibly 
work. But that is only part of the problem. 

In a batch of supposedly identical tubes from the same 
factory, the performance of the individual tubes can 
vary over some range due to small variations in dimen-
sions and element spacing. For a company with good 
quality control, the range would be smaller than for a 
company with sloppy quality control. For a parameter 
such as transconductance, we would expect to see the 
transconductance values for a batch of tubes falling on 
a normal curve of distribution, with most tubes having 
values clustered around a mean value, but with some 
well above average and some well below average. A 
reputable company would test all the tubes and those 
falling below a minimum acceptable value would not 
be sold. 
 
Whether a tube is “good enough” depends on the 
circuit in which it is used. Some circuit designers used 
conservative designs such that a tube could be fairly far 
out of spec and the circuit would still function just fine, 
whereas other designers would use a tube in a circuit 
that pushed the tube to, or even beyond, its normal 
operating limits, such that a tube used in that circuit 
would need to be better than average to work reliably. 
Tomer cites the example of IF amplifiers in some 
television sets: “In order to obtain a particularly sharp 
drop in the gain characteristics of the receiver when 
operated in high signal areas and prevent overload of 
the final IF stage, some equipment manufacturers have 
required that only those tubes representing a small part 
of the normal distribution for the cutoff characteristic 
could be shipped to them for use in their IF stages. 
When replacing this type of tube, dealers sometimes 
find that it is necessary to go through quite a number of 
tubes in their stock before finding one which will 
restore the set to its original condition.” 
 
Old-time service techs sometimes took the position that 
if you knew what you were doing, you did not even 
need a tube tester. If your troubleshooting led you to 
conclude that a tube was probably the source of the 
problem, you just substituted another tube to see 
whether that cleared up the problem. A not-uncommon 
situation calling for that approach is a shortwave radio 
where the oscillator cuts out at the highest frequencies. 
To service such a radio, old-timers might just keep 
substituting oscillator tubes until one worked. 
 
Tubes from different manufacturers may have slightly 
different construction of the elements, and that can 
make a difference. For example, two tubes from two 
different companies might have about the same 
transconductance, but one might have slightly different 

How Good Is Your TubeTester? 
By Brian Belanger 
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inter-electrode capacitances, and that can affect per-
formance in critical high frequency circuits. Tomer 
says that tubes such as the 6AF4 used in many UHV 
converters are at the limit of their frequency range 
when operated at UHF, and no ordinary tube tester, 
even a good transconductance tester, is equipped to 
ascertain the maximum frequency at which a particular 
tube is capable of operating. Tomer says even a 
transconductance tube tester “throws very little light on 
the question of whether a tube of this particular type is 
going to work at ultra-high frequencies.  
 
We all agree that a transconductance tester is a better 
choice than an emission tester for most tubes, but in the 
case of rectifier tubes, transconductance has no mean-
ing. Tomer argues that for many television tubes that 
serve as oscillators or pulse amplifiers, transconduct-
ance is not the parameter that determines how well the 
tube will work. 
 
Tomer also asserts that some tube testers can actually 
damage delicate tubes. Emission testers sometimes use 
rather high cathode currents, and so tubes with small 
cathodes and close grid-to-cathode spacing may not 
stand up well to emission testing. He recom-
mends that emission testers not be used for 
testing tubes used in TV tuners and UHF con-
verters, as well as the auto radio tubes that used 
12 volts on the plate, because testing them may 
shorten their lives by as much as 50 percent. 
Tomer: “If the service dealer resorted to an 
emission type of tube tester in pretesting 6AF4 
tubes, he probably was unwittingly guilty of 
having contributed very much to the early life 
failure of that tube.”  
 
Another challenge is to measure leakage. If a 
tube has a dead short between two elements that 
are not supposed to be connected together, that 
is, of course usually a reason to reject the tube. 
(However, there are detector circuits in which 
the two plates of, for example, a 6H6 are 
connected together at the tube socket, so even if 
the tube tester finds that the two plates are 
shorted inside the tube, you need not throw it out 
because the tube would probably still work fine 
in that circuit.) If there is leakage between 
elements, e.g., heater to cathode leakage, how 
much such leakage can be tolerated? The answer 
depends on the circuit in which the tube is used. 
If a radio has hum and you think it could be 
heater to cathode leakage in an audio tube, the 
easiest way to check is to try another tube. 
 
One of the most interesting articles by Tomer is 
one in which he describes an experiment in 
which his laboratory took a batch of 400 type 
6CB6 pentode tubes, 100 of each from four 
prominent tube suppliers. The transconductance 

spec for these tubes was 6200 micromhos. The tubes 
were tested on four different tube testers. A recently 
calibrated General Radio Bridge Model 561 was used 
as an example of a high quality instrument. Three other 
more typical transconductance type tube testers (“A,” 
“B,”, and “C”) of the type that a TV service shop might 
use, tested the same tubes and the results were plotted. 
The figure is reproduced here. As you can see, the 
results are dramatic. With the General Radio Bridge, 
nearly all the tubes were above the nominal value of 
6200. With tester “C,” most of the tubes tested below 
6200. Presumably, the testers used were all relatively 
new ones in good condition. If this same experiment 
were done with typical tube testers like those used 
today by MAARC members that are perhaps 60 years 
old, and may have not been calibrated recently, the 
results might have shown even more differences. 
 
The bottom line is, don’t be too confident that the old 
tube tester you purchased at a MAARC meeting is 
giving you accurate results, or that any tube tester can 
check every factor that affects the performance of a 
tube in any circuit. 

(Continued on page 15) 
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Free to anyone who 
needs them: a set of 
“binocular” coils for 
Thorola Model 60 and 
other Thorolas. Brian 
Belanger, 115 Grand 
Champion Dr., 
Rockville, MD 20850, 
(301) 258-0708, 
radiobelanger@ 
comcast.net. 
 
For Sale: 20-tube Philco 
console Model 38-690. 
Often said to be Philco’s 
finest receiver ever. Near 
mint, original finish, top 
to bottom. Nicest radio I 
have ever owned in 35 
years of collecting. 100% 
restored inside. No 
disappointments. $1500. 
Call Jim Walker 
540-552-9205. 

 

Classified Ads 
Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

In the years since I began working on old radios I 
have accumulated several tube testers, and wherever 
possible, I like to test a given tube on more than one 
tester to see if I got the same result. People who deal 
in high-end expensive audio tubes sometimes 
purchase modern state-of-the-art digital readout IC-
based tube testers that sell for four-figure prices. I 
have yet to purchase one. At present, I own only two 
tube testers: a military TV-7U and a Sencore MU-
150. The TV-7U tests older tubes such as 01As and 
45s up through early miniatures, whereas the Sencore 
tests later tubes such as Compactrons. (The Sencore is 
interesting in that it does both emission tests and 
transconductance tests.) Most octal tubes and some 
miniatures can be tested on both, and so I often try 
testing a given tube on both testers to compare results.  
MAARC member and tube tester expert Paul Hart 

(Continued from page 14) calibrated my TV-7U. With his calibration service he 
provides two check standard tubes—a 6L6 and a 
6AU6. Every now and then I measure these two 
tubes, and as long as the readings have not changed, 
it gives me confidence that my tester’s performance 
has not deteriorated. 
 
The nice thing about the Sencore is that the company 
is still in business. I sent my tube tester to Sencore’s 
factory and they calibrated it and sent it back. So, 
while I do not assume that every tube I test is 
accurately evaluated, I am striving to be conscien-
tious about doing what I can to check tubes properly. 
Like the old-time techs, if I suspect a particular tube 
may be causing trouble, I substitute another to see 
whether that clears up the problem. The only 
downside of that approach is that you need to keep a 
lot of tubes on hand! ■ 
 

Gary Alley’s excellent condition Presto record cutting system entered into the Old 
Equipment Contest at RadioActivity in June. As usual, the OEC included some 
marvelous examples of rare and interesting artifacts. If you have never seen one of 
MAARC’s Old Equipment Contests, you have missed an opportunity to enjoy viewing 
antique radio equipment that you might never see anywhere else. 
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MAARC Your Calendar! 
Sun., Sept. 17 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center. 

See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, meeting at 1 
p.m. Display table: 1940s and earlier radio batteries. Program: 
Dan Koczur on Stuffing Components. 

 
Sun., Oct. 15 MAARC Fallfest at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center. 

See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 8 a.m., auction at 
Noon. Food sales provided by Boy Scouts. 

 
Sun., Nov. 19 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center. 

See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, meeting at 1 
p.m. Display table: Day-Fan radios. Program: Randy Warren on 
Phono Cartridge Basics. 

 
Sun., Dec. 17 MAARC meeting at the Sully Station Community Center, 

Centreville, VA (map below). Tailgating at 11:30, meeting at 1 p.m. 
 Display table: Eico kits, Program: 
 Ed Lyon on Wireless Broadcasters. 
 
Sun., Jan. 21 Winterfest at the National Electronics 

Museum near BWI Airport. 
 
 
 
(To check on upcoming hamfests, go to www.arrl.org and click 

on hamfests.) 
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